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WELCOME
Welcome to our annual report, which provides an overview of Tyne and
Wear Fire and Rescue Services’ activities for 2020/21.This report details
the services we provided to you, how we performed, our achievements
and how we spent your money.
As Chief Fire Officer (CFO), it is my role is to
lead Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service,
ensuring that our statutory obligations are met
and creating the safest community for those
who live and work in our region. The Service
does this by responding quickly and efficiently
to incidents, but also deploying prevention
activities by proactively collaborating with
partners, residents and local businesses
to promote community safety, health and
wellbeing, social responsibility and inclusion.
In recent years, the fire and rescue service has
faced many challenges as a result of financial
austerity, public sector reform and working
within the constraints of limited resources to
respond to the needs of an ageing and diverse
population. However, it was the emergence
of the Coronavirus (Covid-19) which had the
utmost impact on our Service within this period.
The pandemic tested all areas of our Service,
and I believe we have met this challenge
with resilience, professionalism, and strong
leadership.
In response to the pandemic, our business
continuity arrangements were swiftly
implemented and staff adopted new ways of
working to protect themselves and the public
whilst continuing to deliver a first class fire and
rescue service. Those who were able to do so
worked from home, prevention and protection
activities continued with residents and local
businesses engaging either virtually or by
telephone with a triage system being adopted
until Covid-secure measures could be put in
place.
4
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As an emergency service, many of our frontline
operational staff and Control Room operatives
could not work from home and continued
to attend the workplace to take 999 calls,
respond to incidents, keep appliances and
equipment ready for use and carry out critical
administrative functions that could not be done
remotely.
As strategic members of the Northumbria
Local Resilience Forum (LRF), we assisted
with the multi-agency response to Covid-19
and established a logistics cell to coordinate
partner support requests. Staff volunteered
to carry out extra activities in addition to
their statutory duties and responsibilities
which included delivering essential personal
protective equipment (PPE), medical supplies
and food parcels, aided with Covid testing and
the rollout of a successful vaccine programme
and supported Local Authorities with their
additional demands on response and recovery.
All actions carried out were to ensure the
most vulnerable in our communities were
supported. I am immensely proud of what we
have achieved and thankful to our staff, retired
staff and our volunteers for the integral roles
they have played in keeping the communities
of Tyne and Wear safe. Without their hard work
and commitment, much of this work would not
have been possible.

Next year will be an important one strategically
for the fire and rescue service as the Government
intends to publish a white paper on reform
of the fire sector that will set out the future
direction of our Service, taking into account the
lessons learnt from a range of different areas
including the Covid-19 pandemic, Grenfell Tower
fire and the Manchester Arena bombing. It will
also look at how the fire and rescue services
can contribute more widely to public safety and
wellbeing.

Chris Lowther QFSM

Chief Fire Officer
and Chief Executive

In closing, I would also like to take this
opportunity to thank you; the public for your
ongoing support, in what has been a testing
year for all.
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OUR YEAR IN PHOTOS
Quarter One 2020/21
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Covid-19 logistic cell established
The logistics cell was established to triage
requests from partners for support. Staff
volunteered to temporarily work alongside
partners in health, local authorities and the
voluntary sector to support Covid-19 response
activities.

NHS Nightingale hospital North East opened
Staff worked with designers, contractors
and clinical governors to convert an existing
building into a temporary healthcare facility.
Following four weeks of intense work, the
hospital opened in May 2020.

First rescue carried out using a smoke hood
At the start of 2020, all appliances began
carrying smoke hoods. The hoods are designed
to give those being rescued 15 minutes of clean,
safe air. Our first rescue using a smoke hood
took place in June 2020.

Firefighter recruits 51/20 complete training
course
Twenty-three recruits from course 51/20
displayed their skills during their passing out
parade. Friends and family joined in virtually
watching both pre-recorded and live footage of
the event.

TYNE AND WEAR FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

Quarter Two 2020/21

Refurbished fire boat returned to the River Tyne
Whilst undertaking familiarisation training,
crews received a report of a woman in the Tyne.
They located the casualty; one of the crew
swam to her, secured her until the boat could
bring them both to safety. Since its return, the
fire boat has been involved in a number of
rescues.

Fireworks seized in a joint operation
A large quantity of fireworks, were seized from a
domestic premise in Hylton Castle, Sunderland
following a joint operation with Northumbria
Police and Sunderland Trading Standards. They
were being sold without a license and were
being kept without suitable storage.

Principal Fire Officer appointments
Assistant Chief Fire Officer Lynsey McVay was
permanently appointed after five months
temporary in the role. She is our first operational
female to hold this position. Peter Heath was
promoted to Deputy Chief Fire Officer; this
role replaced one of the two existing Assistant
positions.

Queen’s Fire Service Medal awarded for
distinguished service
Our CFO Chris Lowther was named in Her
Majesty the Queen’s Birthday Honours List
2020 and received the Queen’s
Fire Service Medal (QFSM)
for distinguished
service.
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Quarter Three 2020/21
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First new appliances for emergency response
As part of continued investment in our fleet,
the first new state of the art fire appliance was
delivered to Birtley Community Fire Station.
Thirteen more appliances entered the fleet
during 2020/21 and a further 10 are on order for
delivery during 2022.

Firefighter recruits 52/20 complete training
course
Eighteen recruits from course 52/20 displayed
their skills during their passing out parade.
Again, friends and family joined in virtually,
watching both pre-recorded and live footage
of the event. This was the second passing out
parade to take place during the pandemic.

Santa Dash to raise funds for charity
Staff participated in a charity run from Roker to
Seaburn and back and raised £430.91 for the
Firefighters Charity. The charity offer specialist
physical and mental health and wellbeing
support to members of the UK fire and rescue
services.

Staff support the Covid-19 vaccination
programme
Staff marshalled at vaccination sites across Tyne
and Wear to ensure the safe flow of patients
through the pods and supported NHS staff in
the recovery area. Some staff also trained as
vaccinators, administering 5,189 Covid vaccines
during 2020/21.

TYNE AND WEAR FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

Quarter Four 2020/21

Dog and owner helped to safety
A man entered frozen water at Mount Pleasant
Lake, Washington to rescue his dog. Members
of the public followed the instructions on the
throwline board and alerted our Control Room
who provided the access code and they used
the throwline to help the man and dog to safety.

Staff assist with community lateral flow
testing
Staff worked with Public Health England (PHE)
and were trained to deliver lateral flows tests.
The testing of pupils was critical to enabling
the identification of asymptomatic cases of
Covid-19 amongst the student community.

CFO commendation award online ceremony
The CFO hosted an online ceremony to present
an award to crews for their conduct at the Croft
Care Home fire. Their decision-making, selfless
actions and professionalism led to the rescue
of six elderly residents. The officer in charge
collected the award on the behalf of the crew.

National On-Call Firefighter Week
A grandad-of-five from Chopwell celebrated the
essential role of an on-call Firefighter. An on-call
Firefighter is someone who works for the fire
service as a secondary job and lives
close to the station. Pictured
with his son, also an
on-call Firefighter
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OUR WORKFORCE
Our people are our most important asset and are at the heart of what we
do. We are committed to developing and investing in them to meet the
demands of a modern and diverse fire and rescue service.
Our Organisational Development Strategy is
focused on ensuring we have a professional
and skilled workforce to deliver high-quality
services that are resilient and flexible to respond
to current and future challenges. A commitment
to equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) is at the
heart of this approach and we strive to provide
equal access to our services and equality for
all in the workplace. We embrace diversity by
working with organisations to strengthen our
Service.
Our Firefighters and operational staff are
supported by corporate teams who provide
a range of services, for example, human
resources, finance, strategic planning,
project and performance management, data
and information processing, information
communication technology (ICT) infrastructure
and systems development, fire prevention,
health and safety, communications and media
liaison, web and graphic design and business
improvement, support and administration.

Training Firefighters to respond
During 2020/21, we employed 51 apprentice
Firefighter recruits of which, 41 completed
the training programme. Our recruits’
training commences with an intense 12week programme covering core practical and
theoretical elements of the role of a Firefighter.
The course prepares the recruit for the
operational environment and once posted to a
station they continue their apprenticeship and
development until they are ready to undertake
their end-point assessment. Throughout their
development, each apprentice Firefighter
is required to complete a series of rigorous
assessments to ensure they meet the standards
required. Once they have successfully completed
all development within Phase II, the Firefighter
will be deemed competent in their role.

Key Facts - Our Organisation 2020 / 21

41
Firefighter
recruits
appointed

10

48
62
Other new
Internal
appointments promotions
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7
Grievances

5.46
Shifts lost
per person

22
Reasonable
adjustments

82
Leavers

We are committed to providing a strong
training and development culture that
ensures public and Firefighter safety. Our fully
qualified Firefighters at all levels are required to
maintain their competence within the National
Occupational Standards framework and are
subject to regular training, assessment and
validation throughout their career, relevant
to their role. The standard of performance is
monitored through regular performance and
review activities.
Recruitment and promotion
During 2020/21, we recruited for a variety of
permanent, temporary and fixed-term posts
within the Service, across all departments,
which resulted in 48 new appointments and 62
internal promotions. We promote our Service as
an Employer of Choice, encouraging applicants
from underrepresented groups to apply, across
all recruitment campaigns.
Training and development
We have a range of career pathways, which
allows us to widen perspectives and encourage
growth in our workforce to support high
performance. We continue to prioritise career
development and progression and our
Investors in People (IIP) Gold Award recognises
our commitment to the management and
development of staff through training,
mentoring and promotion opportunities. We
recognise that investment in staff translates into
excellent customer service from an enthused,
knowledgeable and highly trained workforce,
who will go the extra mile.

Occupational health
Our Occupational Health Team (OHT) provides
comprehensive physical and mental health
support to staff through a biopsychosocial model,
which includes counselling and trauma support.
Although our sickness absence rates remained
manageable during the pandemic the total shifts
lost per person during 2020/21 was 5.46. The OHT
facilitated 22 alternate duties, phased return to
work and / or reasonable adjustment assessments,
enabling staff to be present at work or return
to work sooner following an absence or injury.
We take a proactive approach to reasonable
adjustments with each individual assessed on a
case-by-case basis and bespoke support provided.
Grievances
There were seven grievances recorded in 2020/21,
which included claims of discrimination and unfair
treatment. Of these, three were upheld, two were
not upheld, one was resolved in another way and
the outcome of one is not yet known.
Leavers from the Service
Staff views are important to us and feedback is
regularly considered to improve the Service. All
leavers are invited to undertake a face-to-face
exit interview with the CFO and to complete an
online questionnaire, which provides us with
feedback reports. We collect and monitor leaver
information, which enables us to address any
equality imbalances within the workplace and
ensures compliance with the Public
Sector Equality Duty requirements.
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MAKING TYNE AND WEAR SAFER DURING THE PANDEMIC
COVID-19 AND THE CHANGES MADE TO THE WAY WE WORKED
During the pandemic, we utilised business continuity plans and emergency
response structures to ensure core functions were maintained; these
arrangements remained in place throughout 2020/21.
An online Covid-19 portal was established to
communicate key messages to staff and weekly
briefings were provided to Authority Members
to keep them appraised of plans and response
preparations. Delivering our statutory duties
was a key priority, and conducting those duties
in a way that kept staff and the public safe. As
the pandemic evolved, we continued to adapt
our ways of working, always prioritising the
most vulnerable in society.
We worked with PHE and the Health and the
Safety Executive (HSE) to ensure robust health
and safety arrangements were in place.
We implemented control measures to make
our sites ‘Covid- secure’, insulating operational
watches and our control room to minimise the
transmissibility of the virus in the workplace.
We made a significant investment in our ICT
infrastructure and equipment to enable remote
working for all staff. Meetings moved to virtual
platforms where possible or where not, the
necessary ‘Covid-secure’ precautions were
implemented.
In the community, fire safety audits were
conducted remotely, shifting the focus to
priority areas to support the pandemic response
including those premises that continued to
have a ‘physical workplace’ such as care homes,
schools and industry, with in-person visits
conducted where required. We refined our
prevention work to support those at greatest
risk, and provided home safety advice by
telephone and safe and well checks to those at
highest risk from fire or arson threat.
12
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We maintained our response capability through
the close management of staffing levels. We also
adapted operational training and where possible,
moved training to virtual platforms and we
were able to proceed with our scheduled recruit
courses, which operated in person with Covidsafe measures in place. Due to these actions,
absence levels remained manageable and there
was minimal impact on our emergency response.
Testament to our cautious and pragmatic
approach we achieved high attendance at work
figures throughout the pandemic, with absence
rates ranging from less than one percent, up
to just short of three percent. These figures
demonstrate the committed and professional
way staff approached the pandemic, adhering to
Covid-secure measures in the workplace and to
Government advice in their personal lives. This
was important, not only in protecting each other
but in maintaining our Service at a critical time.
Partnership working and our Covid-19
response
As well as providing the public with a full range
of fire and rescue services during the pandemic,
our staff supported the wider response. We took
an active and leading role in the LRF, working
with local authorities’ health partners and
voluntary organisations to determine the ways
in which our skills and resources could be best
utilised. We established a logistics cell to triage
support requests and 200 staff volunteered to
work temporarily alongside partners.

The table below illustrates some of the work
staff supported.

Key Facts - Covid-19 activities undertaken 2020 / 211

3000
Total for
mass testing

5189
Total for mass
vaccination

3890
Vulnerable
persons

456
Deliveries of
PPE & medical
supplies

47
Movement
of bodies

724
Packing /
repacking
food supplies

164 hours

3502 hours

Deliveries of
essential items

To NHS and
care facilities

Mass casualty

For vulnerable
people

In addition, our Fire Safety team supported the
development of the Nightingale Hospital North
East at Washington, which involved converting
an existing building into a temporary healthcare
facility. Staff worked with designers, contractors
and clinical governors to address fire safety
measures and after four weeks of intense work,
during lockdown, the hospital opened in May
2020.
Our Covid-19 response has strengthened
existing partnerships through national and local
associations, initiated interactions with new
partners, and increased our engagement with
the most vulnerable in society.

The logistics cell made a huge contribution to
local communities moreover, this work was
achieved in addition to day-to-day fire and rescue
service duties.
A number of ‘thank you’s’ were received from
partners in recognition of the work conducted by
staff and overleaf is an image composed of words
extracted from those compliments. The size and
prominence of each word indicates the frequency
of its use.
1 For this dataset 2020/21 refers to 24/03/2020 - 04/042021.
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PREVENTING INCIDENTS AND
PROTECTING YOU
We target resources to achieve positive outcomes for the communities
of Tyne and Wear and undertake this through prevention, protection,
response and resilience activities with partners.
Key Facts - Prevention activity highlights 2020 / 21

4480
290
30
Safe and Well Safeguarding
JFEP
checks
referrals
interventions

16
Firestoppers
reports

Prevention
We aim to prevent incidents from happening
through education, advice and intervention.
This includes understanding the communities
we serve, identifying and supporting those
most at risk. We work closely with the health
service, local authorities and the police who are
similarly seeking to address social and health
inequality to improve community outcomes.
Our Prevention and Education department is at
the forefront of our proactive approach to
community safety. Our staff and volunteers
provide a valuable link with hard to reach
people ensuring that we can work to educate
the community about what they can do to keep
themselves safe from fire, as well as reducing
the risk of a wide range of other emergencies.
We conduct a range of activities with the
community, which includes managing and
delivering:

7
Cadet units

6
Princes Trust
courses2

2
Phoenix
Programme
courses

• youth inclusion/diversionary activities such
as the Phoenix Programme, Prince’s Trust Team
Programme, Juvenile Firesetters Education
Programme (JFEP) and Fire Cadet
• safety campaigns and initiatives, such as
deliberate fire reduction including Firestoppers,
bonfire, water safety and road safety
• community engagement and the management
of community advocates and volunteers
• engagement with vulnerable persons
More fires originate in the kitchen than any other
room in the home; we do all we can to reduce
the likelihood of all fires occurring. Our Safe and
Well Checks offer a person centred approach to
fire prevention focusing on two key areas. The
first is education through tailored safety advice to
reduce the risk of fires occurring, and the second
is providing and fitting free smoke and heat
detectors where required to ensure that where
fires do occur, they are detected earlier, helping
to reducing the risk of injury to residents
and damage to premises.

• the Safe and Well Check programme
• the multi-agency interactive safety centre
SafetyWorks!
• the schools education programme
2 The total includes four online four-week
courses and two 12-week face-to-face
course.
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The following are three examples of feedback
received following a Safe and Well check:

Prevention - Service user feedback
‘I just wanted to pass on my thanks for your
swift response to my request for a visit to the
above property. Mr [name] tells me that 2
smoke alarms were fitted, and the fire officers
also returned yesterday to give him some fire
retardant bedding. This support has given him
hope that people do have his best interests at
heart, and has spurred him on to work with us to
challenge his landlord around the other safety
issues that need to be addressed. It is a very
daunting prospect for him, but one he feels he
can now undertake with our support.
Once again, many thanks’.
‘I have just had two Firefighters fit a sensory
smoke alarm for me. They were both fantastic.
Fully adhered to social distancing. They were
both really friendly and showed me how to use
the equipment. Such an amazing service. Please
can you pass my thanks on’.
‘This is how you do access right. Doesn’t make it
a big deal, and sorts it out themselves without
me having to ask - big thank you to @Tyne_
Wear_FRS for making things so easy and stressfree #AccessMatters’.
As well as working to improve safety in the
home, we conduct a number of campaigns
about personal, road and water safety and
have simulated activities at our educational
facility, SafetyWorks! This life-sized town of
safety scenarios provides the opportunity for
individuals to learn about living safely in and
outside the home. The centre was temporarily
closed during the pandemic and staff used
virtual platforms to share safety messages.
When restrictions lifted, visits commenced
however, the numbers of visitors were a fraction
of the usual 14,000 per annum.
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Our service area covers 17 miles of coastal
water, two major rivers, the Tyne and the Wear
and multiple inland water locations therefore
it is important that the public are aware of the
dangers in and around open water. We have
invested significant time and resource to reduce
the risks of water-related incidents including
prevention, response and post-incident learning.
During 2020/21, we attended 164 water-related
incidents, which included persons falling into
water, threatening to jump or having jumped
and missing persons around watercourses.
Regardless of how someone might find
themselves in water, the speed of assistance is
critical in the race to save them.

Prevention - Case study: water safety
Our community engagement starts at
Safetyworks! where from an early age we provide
‘Be Water Aware’ education about acting safely
in and around water. We also collaborate with
partners including Northumbria Police, to deliver
demonstrations of our Swift Water Rescue
Team and fire boat on the River Tyne. We set up
information stalls at Newcastle Quayside, station
open days and community events to provide
water safety advice to the public.
We actively support national campaigns with the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI), Royal
Life Saving Society UK (RLSS UK), Her Majesty’s
Coastguard (HMC) and the National Fire Chiefs
Council (NFCC). We regularly engage with news
outlets and use our social media platforms to
share safety messages. In 2020, we initiated the
Throw Bag Challenge, where participants are
asked to stand ten paces away from a water
bottle, before aiming and throwing the bag,
which is attached to a safety line, as close to the
bottle as possible, ideally knocking it over. We
recorded videos of these challenges as a way to
raise awareness of water safety and how
throw bags thrown accurately
can save lives.

We regularly undertake throw bag training with
staff and owners of businesses and premises
located near rivers and other bodies of water.
This training educates individuals about water
safety and provides another resource to help
those in danger. One bar at Gateshead Quayside
has put their training in action, using their throw
bag to rescue four people from the water. The
outcome could have been very different if the
bar staff had not received the throw bag and
training to be able to help those people.

Protection
Our Fire Safety team work with businesses to
reduce the risk and impact of fire on the business
community. The scope of their protection work
covers all premises other than single private
dwellings for example commercial premises,
high-rise buildings, new builds and heritage
assets.

Our aim is to educate and inform businesses
about fire safety to promote compliance
and minimise the need for prosecutions and
Prevention - RNLI feedback
enforcement activity under the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. Additionally, we
‘We have worked closely with our colleagues at
Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service to deliver are responsible for licensing applications, and the
the Waterside Responder programme since 2017. inspection of petroleum and explosives sites.
The program has already helped to save five lives
Throughout the pandemic, the Fire Safety team
in the local area. The program includes advice
continued to deliver critical activities, those
on who to call if someone is in difficulty in the
activities necessary for the protection of the
water, how to safely perform a rescue using a
throwline and, most importantly, how to prevent public. New ways of working were introduced
including remote audits, business selfsuch incidents in the first place by delivering a
assessments and virtual appointments. Prelifesaving message’.
appointment screening reduced the time staff
spent at premises to limit the risk of transmission
of Covid-19.

Key Facts - Protection activity highlights 2020 / 21

588
Fire safety
audits on
commercial
premises

8
Prohibition
notices

472
Building
regulation
consultations

501
Other
consultations3

23
79
Petroleum Storing explosives /
site
fireworks
inspections

3 Such as pre, building regulation consultations, licensing and gambling.
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Fire safety staff are trained to a Level 4 Diploma,
and to support their development they may
work towards a Level 5 Diploma, or even a Fire
Engineering degree. The team includes staff
who work under different terms and conditions
however, all training and development is
mapped to their individual roles to ensure
all staff receive role-appropriate training and
acquire the skills they need.

Protection - Case study: NHS
Nightingale Hospital North East,
Washington
A temporary healthcare facility was required to
provide additional capacity to treat patients,
diagnosed with Covid-19 who required
intensive care. The site at Washington was
chosen because the unit could be converted
easily into a Covid-19 facility, was central in the
region and close to the A1 and A19 roads.
Our Fire Safety team carried out a programme of
works with partners, at short notice and during
lockdown to ensure the facility was complete on
time. To meet the project demands, staff worked
with two NHS trusts, Her Majesty’s Armed
Forces, building control officers, fire engineers,
construction contractors Tolent and Geoffrey
Robinson Limited, Northern Powergrid, Prodec
Networks, Branksome Partners, Sunderland City
Council and Sunderland University.
The project required the building and clinical
bed stations to be developed, which included
increasing the electrical capacity, auto-cut
in generators in the event of power failure,
provision of integrated heating, cooling and
ventilation to provide clean, filtered and
refreshed air at pre-determined and assured
temperatures.

18
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Pressurised medical gases and oxygen had to
be delivered to all 460-bed stations, additional
cold and hot water capacities were required,
along with fire stopping, fire detection, enriched
oxygen monitoring equipment, nurse calls and
integrated data infrastructure, temperaturecontrolled wash stations with the necessary
drainage, pumps, valve and filters.
Due to the immediate and critical need for
this facility, and the nature of the facilities
used, no existing guidance or regulation fully
supported this kind of improvised facility.
These challenges were overcome by working
closely with partners and a proportionate and
common sense approach adopted to support
requirements. We were able to share our
learning and provided information to the NFCC,
which was used to enhance their field hospitals
guides.

• • •

High-rise and operational risk
Following the Grenfell Tower fire in June 2017,
we established a Grenfell Working Group to
identify areas for improvement and to address
the safety requirements of the Government and
the NFCC. As part of this work, we visited highrise properties, conducted fire safety audits, and
provided building owners and managers with
advice to enable them to assess the fire safety
measures in place within their buildings. Initial
visits were undertaken in 2017; with Fire Safety
Inspectors conducting audits and providing
information to the operational crews to help
them better understand the practicalities of
fighting fires in high-rise premises, in addition
to engaging with residents to provide assurance
on how we would deal with a fire in a high-rise
premise.

We continue to ensure the safety of residents
through a number of activities, including closer
working with other inspecting authorities and
responsible persons, the provision of up-to-date
operational risk information and realistic training
for our Firefighters. In 2021, we commenced a
data-gathering exercise for the NFCC of over 220
high-rise residential buildings in Tyne and Wear.
We continue to work with housing authorities, to
help them interpret and apply recommendations
from Dame Hackitt’s report: Building a Safer
Future. Staff have been supporting housing
associations, businesses and residents with
planning for the commencement of the Fire
Safety Act 2021 and new regulations on highrisk buildings including high-rise residential
buildings and the progression of the Building
Safety Bill through Parliament.
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RESPONDING TO INCIDENTS
We operate a risk-based approach that prioritises how and where
resources are focused. We regularly assess our operational capability
against risks to ensure we respond to incidents with the right resources,
procedures and skills and within targeted response times.
Key Facts - Emergency response highlights in 2020 / 21

28
Fire Control
staff

26,555
Calls to
control

1 min 32 s
Average call
handling time

Fire Control

364
Firefighters4

24
Fire
appliances

15,142
Number of
incidents
attended

6 mins
Average
response time

are strategically placed across the districts to
ensure an efficient and effective response to
fires and other emergencies. Fire appliances
Fire Control staff play a vital role in our
emergency response and are trained to deal with work across station areas and can be mobilised
whilst away from their home station. Our fire
any call they may receive. They are responsible
stations operate a variety of shift patterns and
for the end-to-end management of an incident
from the first call, to responding to the needs of operational resources are reviewed regularly
the Firefighters by dispatching further resources using community risk and incident data to
inform our deployment strategies and our
as required, arranging relief crews, liaising
Integrated Risk Management Planning (IRMP).
with other agencies and providing operational
information for the duration of the incident.
Our Firefighters are equipped to fight and
Fire Control is staffed 24 hours a day and there
prevent fires and to respond effectively to other
emergency incidents, for example, a building
are 28 staff working a four-watch shift system
that comprises of two nine-hour days and two
collapse, water rescue, hazardous materials
incidents and mass decontamination and
15-hour nights over an eight-day cycle. Each
watch consists of a Fire Control Watch Manager, national and international rescue. We operate 24
fire appliances and a range of special appliances
Crew Manager and five Operators, with a
from our community fire stations. Each fire
minimum of five staff on duty at any time.
In addition, three day-shift support staff assist
appliance is crewed by four Firefighters and is
the function managerially with a remit of system equipped with radio and computer technology,
management, learning and development.
which provide vital communication links
between operational crews and Fire Control.
Emergency response
Our Targeted Response Vehicles attend lower risk
incidents with a crew of two.
Our service area is divided into three districts,
North, East and West and our 17-community fire
stations, staff, fire appliances and other resources 4 Excluding on-call Firefighters.
20
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Emergency response establishment
For 2020/21, the Service Delivery operational
establishment5 (excluding ‘on-call’ staff ) was
518 and comprised of 364 Firefighters, 94
Crew Managers and 60 Watch Managers.
During the pandemic, we introduced strict
cleaning regimes and provided additional
PPE to maintain the safety of our staff. ‘Work
bubbles’ with covid-secure risk assessments
were developed so staff could work safely and
resiliently without unnecessary outside risk.
To maintain our operational response capacity
we only focussed on the delivery of essential
training for staff around risk critical activities.
Firefighter safety
We continue to promote Firefighter safety by
investing in equipment such as body worn
cameras, which, provide improved safety and
reduced exposure for casualties and members
of the public. We have introduced technology
to suppress fires without crews needing to
enter unstable buildings for example thermal
scanners and ultrahigh-pressure cutting
extinguishers.

In addition, our new fire appliances have
dedicated storage for clean and dirty PPE and
Breathing Apparatus (BA) sets. This storage is
demountable and can be taken to the cleaning
room with contaminated sets inside, preventing
contamination of the rear cab and station.
There are also gas detectors in all appliance
cabs to provide another level of monitoring
atmosphere within the appliance.
Operational performance
We respond to a variety of emergencies and
ensure the right people, skills and equipment
are available to resolve the incidents in the
most effective way, with the lowest risk to lives,
businesses and property.
Further information about our operational
performance can be viewed in our quarterly
performance reports. In addition, the Home
Office collects fire statistics about every fire and
rescue service in England, and our performance
can be benchmarked.
5 Source: Internal HR data. Correct at 22 March 2021.

Key Facts - Emergency response incidents

0
Deaths from
accidental
fires

173
Fires in nondomestic
premises

38
Injuries from
accidental
fires in
dwellings

156
Number of
injuries from
all fires

501
Accidental
fires in
dwellings

3661
Deliberate
secondary
fires

141
Malicious
false alarm
calls attended

1632
Primary fires
attended
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Below are examples of two complex incidents
our Firefighters attended during 2020/21:

Emergency response - Case study:
Redheugh Court, Gateshead

Emergency response - Case study:
On 24 October 2020, crews were deployed to
Household waste and recycling centre, a well-developed fire with persons reported
on the 8th floor of Redheugh Court. Crews
Gateshead

were committed to the building to search for
On 28 February 2021, crews responded to a large the missing persons and to extinguish the
fire. Due to the complexity of the building
fire in a household waste and recycling centre.
the Incident Commander requested a further
The centre consisted of two areas, one that
housed recycled metals and the other household two appliances and an aerial ladder platform
rubbish. The crews were able to contain the fire (ALP) to assist with the incident. Once crews
to one area, the piled household rubbish where located and entered the fire compartment, the
window of the compartment failed, intensifying
approximately 300 tonnes of waste was on fire.
the fire. This information was relayed to the
Crews used cold cutting technology, the high
Incident Commander who made the decision
volume pump and hydrants / water supplies
to withdraw all other personnel to the 4th
to extinguish the fire. Onsite machinery was
floor for safety. Crews were able to extinguish
also used to bring rubbish out of the building
the fire and ensure that the property was left
to further dampen it down. There were no
with minimal damage as this was then treated
casualties or structural damage so the building
was able to return to function in a short space of as a crime scene due to suspected malicious
ignition. All persons were accounted for and no
time.
lives were lost. Due to the extent of the damage
sustained, we worked with partners to re-house
Emergency response - Service user
the residents from the 8th floor, in temporary
feedback
accommodation.
‘I would like to take this opportunity to thank
you and all your crew members that attended
our site…in relation to a fire that you quickly
extinguished, controlled and monitored helping
the safe return of our workforce. Due to your
swift reaction time and professionalism, we
suffered no structural damage, which enabled us
to remain fully operational, helping us provide
a full service to the client…and its residents.
I understand the high demands placed upon
your organisation, and during these difficult
times, it’s easy to forget about the constant
amazing job that you do. Always placing others
before yourself, which displays numerous traits,
selfless, commitment, courage, heroism, team
work to name a few. Thank you once again for
outstanding service’.
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• • •

All fires we attend have a Tier 1 fire investigation
conducted by operational crews. Some staff are
trained in fire investigation and work alongside
the police and forensic experts to collect and
examine evidence to determine the origins
and causes of fire. If further investigation
is required for potential arson-related fires,
coroner hearings or insurance purposes, then a
trained fire investigation officer will conduct a
Tier 2 fire investigation. During 2020/21, our fire
investigation officers participated in 45 Tier 2
fire investigations.

Special Service Incidents
We respond to a wide range of emergencies
including specialist service incidents and during
2020/21, we attended 2,4366 and below is a
selection of those incidents.
We have forced entry arrangements in place to
help ambulance crews gain entry to properties
in medical emergencies. Our Firefighters are
well placed to carry out this role as they have
the skills and experience to gain entry to a
property in an emergency and have medical
training to assist ambulance crews in treating a
patient. Below is an example of this work:

Emergency response - Service user
feedback: Effecting entry / exit
‘A crew attended to our grandmothers property
last night and helped the ambulance service
gain access. Unfortunately, our grandmother
has suffered several injuries and is currently
being treated in hospital. I just want to thank
them for how they approached the situation
and the professionalism shown. The family
greatly appreciate it’.

We conduct water rescues led by our team of
specialist Swift Water Rescue Team, using our
fire boat. We keep our communities safe on
both the Tyne and the Wear Rivers, as well as
on other inland waterways. Our Firefighters
can carry out rescues on ice, mud and other
unstable ground and all are trained to national
standards (Level 1 Water Awareness).

Emergency response - Case study:
Wearmouth Bridge, Sunderland
On 14 August 2020, crews attended Wearmouth
Bridge, Sunderland following reports of a
person threatening to jump. The person had
climbed the bridge structure and had to be
rescued by rope rescue personnel. This was a
difficult and technical rescue, in which crews
showed great patience and pragmatism to not
only manoeuvre their way to the casualty but
to then secure the casualty to the harness and
lowered down to the ground level.

• • •
6 Source: TWFRS Incident Recording System (IRS) 2020/21.

Key Facts - Special service incidents

649
Effecting
entry / exit

233
Road traffic
collisions

157
Flooding

111
Lift release

88
Animal rescue

30
Rescue /
evacuation
from water

61
Hazardous
materials
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Emergency response - Case study:
High Level Bridge, Newcastle upon
Tyne
On 20 October 2020, crews received a report of
an individual who had fallen or jumped from
the High Level Bridge into the River Tyne. Our
drone, fire boat and Swift Water Rescue Team
were mobilised to carry out a search of the river
and other fire service personnel searched either
side of the river, up and down stream with
thermal scanners and hand lamps. The casualty
was located, taken to the NE1 pontoon and
passed to the North East Ambulance Service
NHS Foundation Trust (NEAS) for assessment.
We recently purchased our second drone and
this resource further enhances our search
and rescue capability. Our drones are able to
access aerial data of a large area, giving our
crews the ability to expedite the process of
finding a missing person by mapping the search
zone and pinpointing possible places where
a missing person might be. The drones have
sensors and thermal imaging cameras that can
identify and detect ground objects and heat
sources.
We operate a high volume pump that can pump
7,000 litres of water across big distances using
up to three kilometres of hose and work with
other agencies to support flooding.

Emergency response - Case study:
Eslington Court, Gateshead
On 31 March 2021, we received reports of large
volumes of water coming from a high-rise
building. Our crews identified that a three-inch
pipe on the 5th floor had catastrophically failed
and was flooding the floors below.
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This incident involved joint working with our
emergency partners, Northumbrian Water,
and Northern Powergrid. Gateshead Council
declared this to be a major incident and the
building was isolated of electricity and water.
The 230 residents were temporarily re-housed
until the utilities and properties could be safely
restored.

• • •

The compliments below are examples of other
specialist service incidents we attended in
2020/21:

Emergency response - Service user
feedback: Release of persons
‘Sincere thank you to [name], who came to the
rescue of my toddler and newborn baby trapped
in my car in Newcastle city centre…what a kind
and helpful team and so much appreciated’.

Emergency response - Service user
feedback: Animal rescue
‘I attended an incident…where a herring gull
was caught on some fishing line and hanging
from a chimneystack. Unfortunately, the
appliance didn’t have the right ladders for the
rescue so a second appliance was requested
which arrived promptly. Both teams worked
quickly and efficiently to get the bird down
and as he was unhurt I was able to release
him straight away. I just want to pass on my
gratitude to both engine teams for them coming
out and dealing with the incident so quickly and
efficiently. I really appreciate all your help with
these types of jobs’.

Emergency response - Service user
feedback: Removal of object from
person
‘The carers and family of [name] would like to
say thank you for how you quickly responded
and the absolute lovely way with total respect
treat[ed] her that afternoon…she is a disabled
young lady and had a ring stuck on her finger it
totally made her smile you coming out...keep up
the great work’
Resilience
We help protect our national infrastructure
in the event of a major emergency such as
a terrorist attack, an industrial accident or a
natural disaster and have specialist teams who
enhance our ability to respond. In times of need,
we may be called upon to help communities
in other parts of the country as part of our
‘national resilience responsibilities’. We are
signed up to the national Mutual Aid Protocol;
this agreement establishes the terms under
which we may expect to request assistance
from, or assist to, another service in the event of
a serious national incident.
In sections, 13 and 16 of the Fire and Rescue
Services Act 2004, there is also a legal
requirement for neighbouring fire and rescue
authorities to enter into formal reinforcement
and provide support in emergencies. We have
arrangements with neighbouring fire and
rescue services, Northumberland, County
Durham and Darlington and Cleveland. These
arrangements provide for regular cross-border
support and assistance in the event of an
emergency.

Deployments for 2020/21 show that we were
mobilised to 156 cross border incidents. This is
a 10% decrease from 2019/20. The number of
incidents attended by neighbouring services
for incidents in Tyne and Wear was 22, a 51%
decrease since 2019/20.
We host national assets that enable us to
respond to any foreseen incidents and we
continually test our effectiveness by conducting
regional and national multi-agency incident
response exercises. We work with partners
to optimise our multi-agency response
and resilience through enhanced working
relationships in line with the Joint Emergency
Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP)
principles. Our national assets include:
• Urban Search and Rescue Specialists (USAR)
• Hazardous materials detection, identification
and monitoring abilities
• Mass decontamination facilities
• Swift Water Rescue Team
• High volume pump
We ensured Covid-secure working through
appropriate risk assessments, adapting working
spaces, additional PPE and the variation of
relevant policy and procedures through a new
Covid alert process. Throughout the pandemic,
we actively participated in the LRF’s strategic
and tactical coordination groups, ensuring
our contribution to multi-agency working
to support the wider community response
to Covid-19 and assist other services where
required.

7 Source: Incident Recording System and Mobilising System.
1 April 2020-31 March 2021.
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Operational training
Our purpose-built Brigade Training Centre
(BTC) provides facilities for operational staff to
train and exercise in a realistic and challenging
environment to maintain their competency and
capability to carry out their roles effectively and
safely. As our crews respond to a wide range of
incidents including specialist rescue such as the
rescue of people or animals from inaccessible
places like cliffs, cranes, bridges and confined
spaces. It is important that they regularly train
to ensure they are equipped to deal with any
emergency. Below is an example of specialist
training:

Case study - Joint Operational
Training: Rope rescue Trow Quarry,
South Shields
Crews from South Shields Community Fire
Station participated in joint rope rescue training
at Trow Quarry with HM Coastguard and NEAS’
Hazardous Area Response Team. The training
was conducted in a live environment using
rescue dummies to practice and develop a
multi-agency approach to rope rescue. This
exercise refreshed each services’ understanding
of partner priority cliff rescue, rope capabilities
and advanced casualty care in a resourcelimited environment. This training expanded
participant knowledge of access, stabilisation,
extraction and transportation methods, which
included casualty care at a place of safety.
Northumbria Police negotiators attended to
increase their awareness of partner capability
and safe work restraint systems for clifftop
working.

• • •
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Joint training and exercise have proved successful
in embedding the JESIP principles to improve
service delivery at all levels of command to
prepare a response to major or complex incidents.
Multi-agency training is planned in conjunction
with neighbouring fire and rescue services
through regional training managers and with
Category 1 and 2 partners through the LRF
exercising group.
Our incident command suite uses modern
technology to immerse incident commanders
into an environment where they are assessed,
validated and developed to act as safe and
competent incident commanders on a live
incident ground. Our incident command trainers
are qualified to deliver at Levels 1 and 2, and we
bring independent qualified trainers for Level 3
and 4. All incident commanders are validated and
assessed to Skills for Justice recognised standards.
Collaboration
We have built on our partnership approach to
ensure we remain one of the safest, inclusive
and high performing public services. To support
greater collaboration we have formalised
arrangements in place with a number of partners
to set out opportunities to achieve the following
objectives:
• Provide improved outcomes - maintaining
or improving the services to local people and
communities;
• Reduce demand - contributing towards
strategic objectives of decreasing risk in
communities by reducing demand on services;
• Deliver better value for money - producing
quantifiable efficiencies.
We continue to work with partners to identify
better ways of working together to ensure we
keep our community safe, improve
services and deliver value
for money.

Below are examples of collaborative working in
practice:

Collaboration - Case study:
Fire Investigation
We have an agreement with Northumberland
Fire and Rescue Service and Northumbria
Police to collaborate on fire investigation
activities. This collaboration ensures there is
a robust and transparent process in place to
establish the origin and cause of the fire. It also
ensures there is a consistent methodology to
determine whether the cause of the fire was
deliberate, accidental, natural or undetermined.
The arrangement ensures vital information
for insurance claims, prosecution and defence
cases can be provided and that lessons are
learned, lives are saved and significant future
business losses are being avoided.
The agreement ensures fire investigations
are conducted consistently and that data
and information obtained from the scene of
an investigation is used as part of the arson
reduction strategy. Sharing information has
been crucial in keeping our communities safe.
Our partnership has a dedicated team of fire
investigators who are on call 24/7 and are
qualified in the Skills for Justice Level 2 fire
investigation course, and Level 5 certificate in
fire investigation. The competence of our fire
investigation officers is crucial and continual
professional development is maintained by joint
training sessions, which allow investigators to
become ‘expert witnesses’ in fire investigations.
All fire investigation officers are security cleared
with Northumbria Police.

By regularly training and exercising with
partners we are able to ensure our services
remain of a high standard and that operational
staff can work together effectively at incidents.
The case study below demonstrates the
importance of collaborative working for the end
user:

Collaboration - Case study:
Patient extrication
On 28 February 2021, crews attended a complex
and challenging incident in Newcastle upon
Tyne. This incident required a rescue of a
bariatric patient to be conducted from a first
floor flat, with the bay window removed in
order to provide access. The casualty was placed
onto the bariatric stretcher, with a crane used
to bring them out of the window horizontally
before lowering them to ground level. Crews
worked closely with the NEAS throughout the
incident, with casualty care and the rescue
being coordinated between both services.

• • •

• • •
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Collaboration - Partner feedback
‘Staff from both of our Services attended a case
at [address] to assist with the extrication of a
patient from an upstairs flat as they needed to
be conveyed to the RVI for admission.
I believe that crews had attended the address
at 0100 hours however, it was agreed that it
would be safer to return during daylight hours.
Crews duly returned at 0930 hours to further
assess the scene and to review the options
available to extricate the patient safely and in
a dignified manner. Working together, the staff
on scene decided that the patient would need to
be extricated through the sitting room window
using specialised equipment from both Services.
The patient was carefully assisted onto the floor
and was secured to avoid any injuries to them
and was then placed onto the fire evac sheet for
further stability and security. The patient was
successfully extricated from the flat and into the
awaiting ambulance. The NEAS staff who were
in attendance felt that the two Services worked
together effortlessly to ensure that the patient
was safe and secure at all times and all on scene
ensured that everything was explained to the
patient and their family throughout whilst
ensuring at all times that the dignity of the
patient was meticulously respected. They noted
that the Fire Service staff were amazing’.
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We co-locate at a number of our sites and 24
partners currently operate from our estate.
Co-location enables us to maximise our estate
footprint, support collaboration and generate
revenue income. The utilisation of our estate
by partners supports the sustainability of
the buildings and demonstrates a proactive
approach to managing our infrastructure and
building environment.

OUR INSPECTION RESULTS
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services
(HMICFRS) assess and report on the efficiency and effectiveness of the
45 fire and rescue services in England.
HMICFRS undertakes a crucial assurance
function to consider how effective and efficient
fire and rescue services are, how well they
manage their people and whether they are
fulfilling their statutory obligations. We were
graded as ‘Good’ by HMICFRS in its initial
inspection in 2018/19.
In October 2020, HMICFRS carried out a
virtual thematic inspection of our planning
arrangements, response and ability to
demonstrate effective service during the
coronavirus pandemic. This resulted in a
positive outcome letter (dated 22 January 2021)
which praised our planning and response to
the pandemic and recognised that we had
continued to deliver our statutory duties whilst
adhering to the principles of good governance
and scrutiny. We act on areas identified for
improvement during the inspections and a
post-inspection improvement plan is used to
progress these actions.
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SERVICE USER SATISFACTION
The views of service users and the public are important as this allows us
to hear first-hand experiences of the service and how our staff performed
at an incident, during a visit or audit.
Key Facts - Service user satisfaction rates and data requests 2020 / 21

98%
ATIS
domestic

100%
ATIS
non-domestic

89%
Fire safety
audits

99%
Safe and Well
visits

This information is collected through postattendance surveys. We also operate a
complaints and compliments process where the
public are able to notify us of any feedback in
the form of praise, or when we do not get things
right.
Service user satisfaction surveys
For 2020/21, our After the Incident Surveys
(ATIS) recorded a 98% user satisfaction rate for
domestic incidents and a 100% user satisfaction
for non-domestic incidents. In comparison,
our Fire Safety audit survey was significantly
impacted by the pandemic, as physical visits
to premises were suspended for a large part of
the year, which saw a reduction of 82% in the
number of surveys completed.
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27
Complaints

93
Freedom of
information

9
Subject
Access

However, of those returned 89% of respondents
were satisfied. Similarly, our Safe and Well public
perception surveys were suspended during the
early stages of the pandemic as this work was
primarily conducted by telephone. The survey
was reintroduced in July 2020, to coincide
with the increase in delivery and the easing of
lockdown restrictions. The data for July 2020 to
March 2021, recorded an average satisfaction
rate of 99.21% with 100% being achieved in six
of the nine months since July 2020.

Complaints
Whilst we strive for operational excellence, there
may be occasions where we do not deliver to
the standards expected and when this occurs,
we welcome the opportunity to investigate,
correct and learn from circumstances of
underperformance to improve the quality of
our services. During 2020/21, 27 complaints
were received and following investigation,
48% were upheld. Two appeals were received
as two complainants were dissatisfied with the
outcome of their investigations and appealed
the decision to the CFO. As a result, two
secondary investigations were initiated; the
outcome of both was to uphold the original
decision. No Local Government and Social Care
Ombudsman complaints were received.
Access to information
During 2020/21, we received 93 Freedom of
Information requests (FOIs) from a range of
requesters including, members of the public,
journalists and enquiries relating to contractual
arrangements. 81% (75) were responded to
within the required 20-days and the remaining
19% (18) required further clarification and were
answered within a communicated extended
time limit. Nine subject access requests (SAR)
from nine individuals were received and
we achieved 100% compliance against the
Information Commissioners Office guidance
of one calendar month. Each SAR was received
from either a current or a serving member of
staff.
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EXTERNAL ASSESSMENTS
To support our commitment to continuous improvement we participate
in a number of external assessments, which have resulted in
accreditations, and awards. This process allows the Service to be
measured against a variety of quality standards and permits a third-party
evaluation from an impartial organisation to assess the work we have
undertaken.

2019-2021

2020-2021

2019-2021

2019-2021

We are White Ribbon accredited and mark White
Ribbon Day on the 25 November each year.
We have worked to improve staff knowledge
and skills in addressing male violence against
women.

SafetyWorks! is accredited with the Learning
Outside the Classroom Quality Badge. This
is the only national award, which combines
learning and safety, into an accreditation
scheme.

2019-2022

We are a disability confident leader,
demonstrating our commitment to challenging
and educating attitudes towards disability,
including removing barriers to ensure disabled
staff have opportunities to fulfil their potential.
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The CIPS corporate ethics kite mark and
certificate was awarded to our Procurement
team following their demonstration of our
commitment to ethical sourcing and supplier
management.

We are a Stonewall Champion Member
having embedded lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender + (LGBT+) inclusion in the
workplace, where staff are free to be their whole
selves at work.

The following accreditation re-assessments
took place during 2020/21:

May 2020

December 2020

July 2020

March 2021

Our Prince’s Trust team participated in a review,
achieving the matrix standard accreditation.
This is the Department for Educations standard
for ensuring the delivery of high-quality
information, advice and guidance.

We achieved Gold in the RoSPA Health and
Safety Awards following the submission of a
self-assessment and a range of evidence to
demonstrate performance against a health,
safety and welfare criteria.

Gold award status was maintained following
a reassessment. The standard sets the criteria
for high performance through people and
effectiveness of leadership management
practices.

Certification was maintained following Learning
and Development team participation in an audit
to review compliance against the ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System.

October 2020

We were awarded Gold in the Better Health
at Work Award. The award recognises our
achievements in managing health at work by
promoting healthy lifestyles and considering
the health of our staff.
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PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT
During 2020/21, we continued to implement actions across our estate
and fleet to protect our environment.
Our estate
We were successful in bidding for SALIX funding
of £30k. This grant funding was utilised for the
compilation of an in-depth analysis of our ‘built’
estate. The findings will form the basis of our
decarbonisation strategy. We have established
an Environmental Task Group, which meets bimonthly and will steer us towards our objective
of carbon neutrality by 2035.
We are developing plans for a new carbon
tri station in Hebburn to meet our ongoing
commitment to energy conservation and
minimising our carbon footprint. The building
will be designed using modern technology
in the form of photovoltaic roof panels and
ground source heat pumps to satisfy the energy
requirements of a facility of this size.
We are in the process of replacing our training
centre ‘fire behaviour units’ with new bespoke
units including smoke filtration and carbon
capture systems.
Our Fleet
We replaced 14 fire appliances this financial
year and a further ten will be replaced during
2021/22. All of our new appliances meet the
latest emissions standard, Euro 6. The NOx limit
for Euro 5 diesel vehicles was 180mg/km which
has been reduced to just 80mg/km, a 55%
reduction. In addition, portable tools carried as
operational equipment are all battery driven
rather than through generators, which we have
disposed of.
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We have a small number of electric vans in our
fleet. We conducted a review, which involved
carrying out a comparison of emissions and
we will be looking to replace some of our cars
and vans with electric versions and / or lower
emission vehicles.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF
THE FIRE AUTHORITY
Revenue Expenditure and Income Summary.
The following table summarises the financial
position for the year:

2020 / 2021

£’000

*The Net Budget of £50.919m is adjusted for a difference
in the government Settlement Funding Assessment (SFA),
an amendment required under the Code in respect of
the Collection Fund Account, section 31 non-specific
grant income, and a debtor for section 31 non-specific
grant income to fund the deficit on the Business Rates
Collection Fund Account.

Community Safety
Fire Fighting and Rescue Operations
Corporate and Democratic Core
Non Distributed Costs
Net Cost of Services
Other Operating Income and
Expenditure
Net Operating Expenditure**

3,031
27,463
188
201
30,883
21,615

Capital Financing
Transfer from Pension Reserve**
Net Transfer to Reserves
Net Budget*

1,296
-5,250 The Revenue Budget Outturn for 2020/2021
2,375 showed a net overall underspend of £0.814m.
50,919 During the year the Authority has made a
positive drive to achieve this level of savings
with a number of significant initiatives. These
-8,939 are detailed in the Narrative Statement to the
Statement of Accounts along with the main
-11,457 budget variations.
-4,248
-24,691

Financed by:
Revenue Support Grant and General
Grants
Top Up Grant
Business Rates and Collection Fund
Council Tax Precepts and Collection
Fund
Section 31 Non-Specific Grants
Total Resources*
Increase/Decrease in General Fund
Balance in the year
Opening General Fund Balance
Closing General Fund Balance

52,498

**The ‘Net Operating Expenditure’ includes actuarial
pension valuations required under accounting standards
which has resulted in a large variation in year. However,
this has a neutral impact on the accounts, adjusted
through a transfer from the Pension Reserve.

-1,584
-50,919
0
-3,943
-3,943
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Balance Sheet Position
The balance sheet shows the value at the
balance sheet date of the assets and liabilities
recognised by the Authority. The net assets of
the Authority (assets less liabilities) are matched
by reserves held by the Authority. The table
below summarises the balance sheet position.

31 March 2021
Property, Plant and Equipment and
other Assets
Short Term Investments
Money owed to the Authority (debtors)
Money owed to the Authority (creditors/borrowing)
Provisions
Net Assets / (Liabilities)
Revaluation Reserve and Capital
Adjustment Account
Pension Reserve
Other Unusable Reserves
Earmarked Reserves
Capital Reserves
General Fund Balance
Total Reserves

If this element is removed, the Authority has a
£’000 ‘real’ net worth of £90.683m. The Authority also
has assets worth £80.993m and cash backed
80,993 reserves of £40.739m, which support the view
that the Authority’s Balance Sheet and finances
40,428 are in fact healthier than implied by the published
12,980 accounts.
-1,009,863
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Capital Expenditure

-765 The Fire Authority spent £3.563m on capital
-876,227 schemes during 2020/2021. The main schemes
were:
52,264
-967,256
-1,974
35,224
1,572
3,943
-876,227

The Authority is a going concern due to the fact
that, whilst recognising that it has a negative
net worth of £876.227m on its Balance Sheet,
most of the ‘deficit’ relates to the pensions
deficiency of £966.910m which must be
disclosed as part of the international financial
reporting standard IAS19 (Accounting for
Pensions) requirements.
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The fact that all pension costs would never
be incurred in one year (as implied by IAS19),
coupled with the fact that the Authority is
addressing this potential in accordance with
pension regulatory requirements by making
additional annual pension deficiency payments,
means the Balance Sheet Net Worth is effectively
being distorted by this reporting standard.

Equipment including Operational
Equipment, ICT Hardware,
Smartphones, Body Worn Video
Cameras, Smoke Detectors
Property Improvements
Fire Appliances, Vehicles, Fire Boat
Financed by:
Revenue Contribution to Capital
Grants/Capital Contributions
Earmarked Reserves
Capital Receipts Applied

£’000
1,310

72
2,181
3,563
535
349
1,713
966
3,563

Further information on the financial performance
can be found in the Authority’s Audited
Statement of Accounts
2020/2021.

FEEDBACK AND FURTHER INFORMATION
Your views and opinions are important to us and having had the opportunity
to read this report, we would welcome any comments or feedback that you
may have. This would assist in our evaluation and future publication of this
document.
If you would like our plan in another format or
language, please contact us so we can discuss
your needs.
For further details, please contact
0191 444 1500
or you can write to:

Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/twfrs
Follow us on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/tyne_wear_frs
Follow us on Instagram:
www.instagram.com/twfrs

Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue
Service Headquarters
Nissan Way
Barmston Mere
Sunderland
SR5 3QY
Alternatively, if you would like more information
regarding Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service,
you can visit our website:
www.twfire.gov.uk
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